
Town of Hartford 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Part-Time Finance Assistant 
 

 
Department: Finance 

 

FLSA DESIGNATION: Non-Exempt, Part-Time (35 Hours) 

    

 

Starting Pay : $14.93 (8B) / hourly  

Hours: Monday thru Friday 8:00am -4:00pm 

 Must be available to cover vacations     

 
Job Summary 

 

In general, the Finance Assistant performs a variety of clerical and basic technical accounting tasks, with a 

primary focus on computer data entry and manual recordkeeping, account balancing and reconciliation, 

report generation, and cashier functions.   The job involves extensive interaction with other Town personnel 

and with the general public, both over the telephone and in public. 

 

Supervision Received 
 

The Finance Assistant works under the general supervision of the Finance Director. Both the Accounting 

Specialist and A/P & Payroll Clerk will provide general guidance to the Finance Assistant, subject to the 

supervision of the Finance Director.  

 

Supervision Given 

 

The Finance Assistant will not normally have any supervisory duties. 

 

Characteristic Duties and Responsibilities 
 

The following is a list of the more common duties and responsibilities attributable to the position of 

Finance Assistant. This list is not all-inclusive, and may be amended from time to time by the 

recommendation of the Finance Director as circumstances may dictate. 

 

General 

 

Responsible for performing general office functions; answer the telephone and wait on the public, collect 

and post tax and water/wastewater payments; assist attorneys and real estate personnel research tax 

information; answer a wide range of questions related to the status of taxes, finance, and the like, referring 

unusual or difficult problems to more senior staff as needed. 

 

Accounts Receivable 

 

Assist with collecting and posting payments for taxes and water/wastewater, including processing of daily 

mail; and prepare deposits. Prepare monthly water billing and related tasks. 
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Finance Clerk 

Accounts Payable 

 

Assist with collection and data entry of accounts payable, miscellaneous billing and payroll. 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Required 
 

The Finance Assistant shall possess familiarity with basic accounting and finance principles and 

procedures, some relevant training or experience with date entry and computerized accounting and 

financial reporting systems, good math skills, and good typing, filing and other general office skills.  The 

Finance Assistant shall have the ability to deal courteously and efficiently with other Town personnel and 

the general public. Perform other tasks as assigned related to the finance department. 

 

 

 

 

Qualifications Required 
 

The Finance Assistant shall have a high school education plus a minimum of one - two years of relevant 

accounting and clerical/technical work experience or a combination of education and experience from 

which comparable knowledge and skills are acquired. 

 

 

 

A.D.A. Requirements 

 

Must have the ability to read. Must have valid driver’s license or reliable transportation. Must be able to 

type fast (50 wpm) and accurately. Must be able to life a minimum of five pounds. Must be able to develop 

and maintain files. Must be able to place, answer and refer telephone calls. Must be able to reproduce 

documents on a copying machine and distribute documents. 


